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TheMonotype Plantin family is based on prints supplied by theMuseë Plantin, Antwerp, of types
used in the Plantin O¤ce in the latter part of the "åth century.The ¢rst Plantin adaption (Series
""ò) was intended for art paper use but has proved well-suited to super-calendered and all
smooth-surfaced papers. Series ""â is a lighter weight version for use on antique and cartridge pa-
pers; it is particularly successful for bookwork, being more open than the original series which is
unusually dark, and it is also one of the best faces for photo-o¡set. It is a true `old face' design of
medium weight and uniform contrast, free from thin hair-lines and sharply-pointed serifs. The
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the best faces for photo-o¡set. It is a true `old face'design of mediumweight and uniform contrast,
free from thin hair-lines and sharply-pointed serifs. The Monotype Plantin family is based on
prints supplied by theMuseë Plantin, Antwerp, of types used in the Plantin O¤ce in the latter part
of the "åth century.The ¢rst Plantin adaption (Series ""ò) was intended for art paper use but has
proved well-suited to super-calendered and all smooth-surfaced papers. Series ""â is a lighter
weight version for use on antique and cartridge papers; it is particularly successful for bookwork,
being more open than the original series which is unusually dark, and it is also one of the best faces
for photo-o¡set. It is a true `old face'design of mediumweight and uniform contrast, free from thin
hair-lines and sharply-pointed serifs.TheMonotype Plantin family is based on
prints supplied by the Museë Plantin, Antwerp, of types used in the Plantin
O¤ce in the latter part of the "åth century.The ¢rst Plantin adaption (Series
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dered and all smooth-surfaced papers. Series ""â is a lighter weight version for
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weight and uniform contrast, free from thin hair-lines and sharply-pointed
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Plantin, Antwerp, of types used in the Plantin O¤ce in the latter part of the
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to super-calendered and all smooth-surfaced papers. Series ""â is a lighter
weight version for use on antique and cartridge papers; it is particularly success-
ful for bookwork, being more open than the original series which is unusually
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